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Executive Training
Now Is the Hour: Heed the Need for Revivolution

	We live in an uncertain political and economic world.  Almost every month, old countries and political entities break apart and new ones form.  Industries dramatically change right before our every eyes.  Jobs we thought were sacrosanct disappear in the twinkling of an eye.  We confront a world in which personal and organizational change is revolutionary not evolutionary.  We refer to the phenomena as revivolution – renewal through revolution (or rapid evolution that looks a lot like revolution).
	Shopping malls morph into amusement parks.  Amusement parks look like Jurassic malls.  The web makes it possible to create a multimillion-dollar business almost overnight.  Corporate giants spawn in home basements and garages.  Rapid renewal – is everywhere.
	 Tomorrow arrive quickly for most of us.  Stuck in the mire of today’s rules that no longer work, we flail around in our search for security.  The answer is right before our eyes.  Invent a new tomorrow and change the rules!  That’s what Moses Znaimer did when he created Citytv in Toronto, Canada.  Instead of taking head news anchors that read teleprompter to audiences – Citytv offers television where the street is the studio and the real time experience is the program.  People love it.  When the rules don’t allow you to do what you think is best to do, change the rules, like Moses Znaimer did!
Join the Revivolutionary Army
	Follow the footprints of other revivolutionary individuals.  Many people are enlisting in the revivolutionary army.  They are pro-actively, revolutionarily creating new futures for themselves.  Are You ready to join up?  Follow Dan’s footprints below.
New Life Chasing Whit Balls on the Greens
	Dan was 47 when we met him – a senior vice president for information technology for a major money center bank.  Dan ha it all: a top job in a cutting edge profession with a growing company, plus a beautiful wife and three children.  Two years later we encountered Dan at an information Technology conference.  Still had the beautiful wife and family, but was now with another company.
“My former company decided to out source IT.  A great out-placement package enabled me to land with this smaller company, at just what I was making, with a real opportunity to make a difference,” said Dan.  “My family love the new location, I’m set for life.”
	Maybe, but “life” turned out to be a lot shorter than Dan was thinking about.  We ran into Dan at a restaurant recently and got caught up on his activities: “Left that company within a year.  They wanted 90 hours a week from me.  It was too much.  Decided that life was too short to invest that much into someone else’s future.  So at age 51, I decided to do what I’ve always wanted to do – play and teach golf.  I quit the job and lived on our savings for the year I went to golf school.  Now I’m the assistant pro at the big course in town and loving every minute.  Come out and play a few holes.  Who knows what you might decide to do.”
	Talk about revivoluting.  Dan seized the moment and created his own future.
The Phoenix Metaphor for Revivolutionary Self Renewal
	“Okay, okay,” you say.  “I got it.  I’ve got to revivolute – change dramatically.  But, I’ve tried that before, and failed.  I’ve quit smoking 19 times.  I’ve been on 17 crash diets that only add inches to my waistline.  How do I revivolute?”
	Look around you for the answer.  Self-renewal is the way.  From the ever-renewing sunrise to the season-changing colors on the trees, we live a life that continuously rejuvenates itself.  Renewal is a natural and permanent part of life.  Plants renew themselves.  People renew themselves.  Organizations renew themselves. Revivolute yourself through self-renewal.  
	Now is the time for self-renewal.  Robin Williams standing on desktops in “dead Poets Society” shouted, “Carpe Diem” – seize the day.  There is no time like the present.  We live in good times – good economic times, and times to move on to new lives.
	The Phoenix is the mythical symbol of the continually renewing life force.  Throughout history and across many different cultures, humans have told stories about the forever-renewing Phoenix.  Each culture painted a very similar picture of the self-renewing Phoenix: a bird with beautiful sunrise-sunset gold and crimson feathers that periodically renews itself in newly recreated forms.  For all humankind’s history, the Phoenix embodied a core attribute of time and life itself: the renewal of all living things.
	Joseph Stumper, the economist, talked about the phoenix-like characteristics of our economic system that cyclically leaves the “old order” behind in order to create a better “new order.”  We believe that this same life cycle exists for organizations and individuals.  In fact, we’ve seen it, and lived it.
Seize the Moment and be a Phoenix Leader
	Look around you today and see, feel and hear self-renewal taking place.  Take responsibility and shape that self-renewal process by becoming a Phoenix leader.  The Phoenix leader steps forward, seizes the initiative and takes responsibility to create success for all those with whom s/he is interconnected.  S/he focuses on accomplishing two critical outcomes that perhaps sometimes sound contradictory: build heart connections with individuals and instill discipline, fact-based processes.  Both are essential in creating success for all the people with whom s/he is involved.  This soft and hard combination is what distinguishes the rare species of Phoenix leaders from other more commonly found species of managers and leaders.
	Self-renewing Phoenix leaders create these outcomes by: surfacing the issues facing the organization, engaging the people in defining these issues, prioritizing the resources necessary to effectively deal with these issues, unleashing the feelings and behaviors of ownership and energizing learners and learning.  Throughout all of his/her activities, the Phoenix leader builds heart connections with people and encourages fact-based living.
	The future belongs to the bold – and the continuously self-renewing.
	Written by James A. Belasco, Professor of Management at San Diego State University is a co-author of the book Soaring with the Phoenix: Renewing the Vision, Reviving the Spirit and Re-creating the Success of your Company, available March 4 from Warner Books, and is the leader of SDSU’s Executive Challenge program, helping area leader apply strategic disciplines thinking to solve current and future problems.                    
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